Rachel Doniger – Cut Paper
Reliefs

Rachel Doniger’s paper reliefs investigate the graphic
potential of paper. A simple process of cutting and folding
thousands of similar shapes yields a field defined by moments
of intensity and calm. As the viewer’s glance moves from one
shape to the next, they see not only a crescendo from low to
high, but also the relationship between the two. Space, as
perceived by the viewer, becomes an inseparable part of the

image. In this way, the classic opposing relationship of
figure and ground (or field) is turned on its head. If we
think of figure not as an object read against a field, but as
an effect emerging from the field, then we can understand
figure and field to be closely aligned.
Rachel Doniger, a former architect, has been exhibiting her
paper reliefs since 2014. Notable exhibition venues include
the Arvada Center for the Arts, Blue Print Store, Redline
Gallery and Ice Cube Gallery. Her work resides in the
collection of the Chicago Ritz Carlton and in private
collections across the United States.
Rachel lives in Denver, Colorado with her husband and two
children. She spends much of her time outdoors observing the
natural landscapes that inform her work.
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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
Paper.Works which includes the works of twenty artists who use

paper as their artistic medium. From cast paper to cut paper,
folded paper to handmade paper. The Paper.Works exhibit is on
view at the Arvada Center for Arts and Humanities. Since its
opening in 1976, the award winning Arvada Center for the Arts
and Humanities has grown to become one of the nation’s largest
multidisciplinary arts centers.

PAPER.WORKS
June 1 – August 20, 2017
Arvada Center for the Arts & Humanities
Arvada, Colorado

FRAMING SPECIFICATIONS AND ADVICE

METRO GALLERY FRAME
Thin Profile: 102
Type: Floating Gallery Frame

Wood & Finish: walnut frame with clear lacquer finish
Custom Wood Spacer: 1/2″ wood frame spacer
Custom Wood Strainer: 1/2″wood frame strainer
Purchasing Option: joined wood frame
Framing Advice: fitting gallery frames

